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Vision and strategy – a worldclass service company

Trends – a rapid increase
of data volumes

TeliaSonera is a world-class service company, recognized
as an industry leader. We are proud pioneers of the telecom
industry, a position we have gained by being innovative,
reliable and customer friendly.

The trend is clear: the customers’ more connected lifestyle
is fueling rapidly increasing demands for data volumes in
both the mobile and fixed networks. Device capabilities will
expand, and customers will demand seamless, pervasive,
high-quality connectivity.

Read more on page 7

Read more on page 12

Our operations – international strength
combined with local excellence
TeliaSonera operates in the Nordic and Baltic countries, the emerging
markets of Eurasia, including Russia and Turkey, and in Spain. The tele
communication trends in emerging markets are in many ways similar to
more developed markets, but there are also differences. Underlying drivers
diverge due to variations in demographics, economy and infrastructure.
Read more on page 17

+50%
Over the past several years, the
volume of data traffic in TeliaSonera’s
fiber and copper network grew by
approximately 50 percent yearly, and
2011 was no exception.
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Our world

The world in
2011 – an explosive
development
in social media
2011 started with the Arab spring, where the importance of tele
communication services became very evident and in which social
media played an important role. We believe that telecommunication
services have enormous benefits as they cater to a very basic
human need – to communicate – by sharing information, exchanging
ideas, staying in touch with family and friends, as well as enjoying
education, and doing business.
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In contrast to the Arab spring movement the use of social media can be very
engaging in another way, as for the Danish singer songwriter, Tina Dickow. In
collaboration with thousands of her active Facebook fans she got help in writing title,
rhythm and lyrics to a song that became an instant success.
People are social and new social opportunities have shown their true potential in
2011. The key to this social revolution is the ability to be online in combination with
user-friendly applications such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.
We consider ourselves to be at the very core of this development, in the driving
seat of the development. We make sure that customers can connect to anyone at
any time and at any location – in short, that customers can communicate.
The trend toward being connected extends beyond the developed world. B
 eing
social is a common human denominator and it might be even more useful in countries
you would not expect. As an example last year, our subsidiary Ncell in Nepal counts
more than seven million subscribers and became the first of our operators to have
more than 100,000 Facebook fans, ahead of any other operator in the T
 eliaSonera
group. In total we reached one million Facebook fans during 2011.
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You are no longer
just the audience –
now you can hold
a dialogue with
people who are
writing history.

Not only for experts
The internet was created by experts for experts but today, anyone claims the right to
share ideas and knowledge over it, regardless of where they are in the world. They
also want to have some fun, of course.
Laptops, tablets and smartphones allow communication over fixed connections,
mobile internet or hotspots whenever you want. But more specialized gadgets
such as cameras, music players, and navigators can also be connected via mobile
or wireless connections. News photographers can publish their pictures or video
clips directly from their cameras to seconds later be seen and shared by a global
audience.

48 hours of YouTube videos uploaded every minute
The number of videos online will continue to increase dramatically. Every minute,
more than 48 hours of video is uploaded to YouTube alone — more than eight years
of video content each day. Already now, it is easy and common for families to rent a
film from the living room over a fixed connection, but in the future more videos will be
made available online for other purposes. This trend has led to an explosive increase
in the volume of internet data traffic, with demands that are easy to phrase but
harder to meet: infinite capacity, everywhere, without interruptions.

Some facts and figures:
The World Wide Web – introduced in 1991, the web has more than two billion users worldwide,
and contains an estimated 30 billion browsable web pages.
The modern mobile n
 etwork – established in 1991 and has nearly five billion users worldwide
– about 70 percent of people living on the planet use a mobile phone.
Facebook – began in 2004, and has approximately 800 million active users.
YouTube – started in 2005, and has around 490 million users just on the main YouTube website,
not including embedded videos and videos viewed on mobile devices.
Twitter – launched in 2006, has 250 million registered users who generate more than 200 million
tweets per day.

70%
About 70 percent of all
people on the planet use a
mobile phone.
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TeliaSonera in brief

Communication
the easy way
TeliaSonera has its roots in the Nordic telecom market and holds
strong positions in the Nordic and Baltic countries, Eurasia and Spain.
Our core business is to create better communication opportunities for
people and businesses through mobile and broadband communication services.

TeliaSonera creates a world
with better opportunities

We are organized into
three business areas

We help people communicate with family, friends and
business contacts in an easy, efficient and environmentally friendly way. We do this by providing high
quality telecommunication services in the Nordic and
Baltic countries, the emerging markets of Eurasia,
including Russia and Turkey, and in Spain. Our ambition
is to be a leading operator in all our markets, by
providing the best customer experience, high-quality
services and cost-efficient operations.

Mobility Services, Broadband Services and Eurasia
are our three business areas. In the Nordic and Baltic
regions we provide mobile and fixed services including
TV. In Eurasia and Spain we offer mobile services.

We are an international group
We have majority-owned operations from the Nordics to
Nepal, with a total of nearly 63 million subscriptions at
year-end 2011 as well as more than 107 million subscriptions in our associated companies, mainly in Russia
and Turkey. We are also the leading European wholesale provider with a wholly-owned international carrier
network.

We want to help our
customers get connected
We offer high-quality services such as mobile 4G,
digital home and fiber services to ensure we can meet
future demands.

•Mobility Services
•Broadband Services
•Eurasia

The number of employees
We had 28,412
employees
at year-end.

28,412
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The year in brief

2011 – an
eventful year
l

l

l

l

l

l

Today our customers recognize us under a common brand
identity with local brand names. The unified purple logotype was
introduced in May across all our main brands.
We dramatically decreased data roaming fees in 2011 in many
countries. As an additional benefit our customers gained better
cost control and can continue to stay online while traveling.
In order to meet customer demand for triple-play and capacity
hungry applications and because our fixed network remains a
key strategic asset, we decided to invest more than SEK 8 billion
in fiber until 2014, of which SEK 5 billion in Sweden. It will be a
selective roll-out to ensure a good return on investment. Today
approximately 20 percent of our broadband customers are connected over fiber.
As an industry pioneer we rolled out and introduced super highspeed mobile services, 4G services, in seven countries in the
Nordics and Baltics.
Growth in Eurasia remains very healthy and the business area delivered double-digit revenue growth. 3G services are now available
in all countries within Eurasia. We aim to be the leading provider of
mobile data.
Our financial position is solid and the EBITDA margin, excluding
non-recurring items, increased for the third consecutive year.

Net sales and EBITDA margin, excluding
non-recurring items, 2009–2011
n Net sales n EBITDA margin
SEK billion

%

110

36

105

34

100

32

95

30
2009

2010

2011

EPS and Dividends, 2009–2011
n EPS n Ordinary dividend n Proposed dividend
SEK per share
6
4
2
2009

2010

2011

Financial highlights
SEK in millions, except key ratios, per share
data and margins
Net sales
EBITDA, excluding non-recurring items
margin (%)
Operating income
Operating income, excluding non-recurring items
Net income
of which attributable to owners of the parent company
Earnings per share (SEK)
Return on equity (%, rolling 12 months)
CAPEX-to-sales (%)
Free cash flow

2011
104,354
36,914
35.4
29,567
29,737
21,072
18,341
4.20
16.8
16.5
9,629

2010
106,979
36,897
34.5
32,003
31,935
23,562
21,257
4.73
17.8
14.0
12,901

2009
109,550
36,584
33.4
30,242
31,597
21,280
18,854
4.20
15.2
12.8
16,643

9.9

SEK
billion

In addition to the ordinary dividend we returned SEK 9.9 billion to our shareholders in April
through a share repurchase program.
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Vision and strategy

A world-class
service company
TeliaSonera is an international company with a global strategy, but
wherever we operate, we act as a local company. We provide network
access and telecommunication services that help people and compa
nies communicate in an easy, efficient and environmentally friendly way.

Mission – to provide network access and
telecommunication services
TeliaSonera’s mission is to help people and companies communicate in an easy,
efficient and environmentally friendly way, by providing network access and tele
communication services.
Our focus is to deliver a world-class customer experience, while ensuring the
quality of our networks and maintaining a cost efficient structure.
TeliaSonera is an international group with a global strategy, but wherever we
operate we act as a local company.

Our focus areas
•To build a world-class
service company

•To secure high quality in
our networks

•To have an efficient cost
structure

TeliaSonera Company Presentation 2011 | Vision and strategy
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Vision – to contribute to a world with
better opportunities
TeliaSonera is a world-class service company, recognized as an industry leader. We
are proud pioneers of the telecom industry, a position we have gained by being inno
vative, reliable and customer friendly. Wherever we operate, we act in a responsible
way, based on a firm set of values and business principles. Our services form a major
part of people’s daily lives – for business, education and pleasure.

Shared values – a platform for our
everyday work
Our shared values form the foundation of our daily work.
l

Add value
We are customer focused and business minded. Innovation and pioneering are
important parts of our heritage and culture. By collaborating in teams and across
borders, we share knowledge and use our resources efficiently. We take owner
ship, follow up and give feedback to ensure that we foster simple and sustainable
solutions that add value to our customers.

l

+ Read more in the Code of
Ethics and Conduct and Corpo
rate Responsibility Report 2011,
respectively.

A world with better
opportunities
+ Read more about how

TeliaSonera contributes to a
world with better opportunities
in the Corporate Responsibility
Report 2011.

Show respect
We show trust, courage and integrity in everything we do. Our employees’ know
ledge and diversity are highly valued, with the shared responsibility for everyone to
create a good working climate. We treat others the way we want to be treated; in a
professional and fair manner. Customer privacy and network integrity are care
fully protected, and we always act in the best interest of our customers and the
company.

l

Make it happen
We constantly make decisions to drive development and change; planning and fast
implementation are crucial to our business. We make the best use of our employ
ees’ competence and commitment, to maintain a lively business climate where
everyone can contribute. It must be easy and rewarding to do business with us,
and we will always deliver on our promises.

We are proud
pioneers of the
telecom industry, a
position we gained
by being innovative,
reliable and
customer friendly.
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Strategy – offerings based on deep u
 nderstanding
TeliaSonera’s strategy is to deliver products and services that are tailored to our various customer
segments and based on a deep understanding of their present and future needs. We create sha
reholder value by delivering our services in a cost effective and s
 ustainable manner, which leads to
sustainable improved profitability and strong cash flow.

Three major challenges
The rapid on-going digitalization of society, with video, interactive
entertainment and social networks is changing customer behavior.
Today communication services are an integral part of people’s daily
lives. Since the arrival of smartphones and tablets, we rely increa
singly on digital communication for social and business interaction.
A trend which will only grow stronger in the coming years. Commu
nication services have moved from being expensive and exclusive to
being available, a
 ffordable and personal.
We believe that this development will make our industry face three
main challenges in the near future:
1. Re-balancing the pricing of data, based on new business models
2. Fixed-mobile convergence and bundling of services
3. Development of value added services, linked to the core business
We will maintain our primary role as an access provider. When it
comes to value added services, we will focus our efforts on applica
tions that are closely linked to the network access, and that reduce
churn and increase data traffic in our networks.

The unified brand
The unified brand further strengthens
our position on the international
scene by manifesting TeliaSonera’s
unique combination of international
reach and local connection.
We aim to be seen as the most
attractive brand in our industry in
each market, providing the best
customer experience. The unified
brand gives the experience of
TeliaSonera’s operators as smart,
leading and local, wherever we
operate.
Data traffic increases more
than customers

An industry leader
TeliaSonera offers a superior platform of networks and services with
a true understanding of customer needs. We differentiate ourselves
by:
l Having high quality networks which means that our services will be
reliable in terms of coverage, speed and up-time.
l Providing a world-class customer experience – we will continue to
strive for services that are easy to use and that give a great touchand-feel experience.
l Offering a business to business product portfolio that meets our
customers’ needs.
l We aim to also be perceived as a leader through early implementa
tion of new technology and services.
l TeliaSonera will also operate efficiently by exploiting the potential for
economies of scale. Hence an international product portfolio will be
developed and supported by a multi-market organization.

Our strategy builds on the
assumption that data and voice
traffic increases more than the
number of customers and there is
an unlimited demand for band
width. This has two consequences:
l

l

Fixed networks remain com
petitive in regions where fixed
networks already exist with
strong growth in new services
such as IPTV, video-on-demand
and broadband.
The pricing model will evolve.
We will move from a voice based
price model to introducing char
ging for access, consumption
and speed.
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One company

One company – one
common brand
Our vision is to become a world-class service company based on a
firm set of shared values in all our markets. One major step in this
direction was the creation of a common brand identity which was
launched May 12, 2011. This strengthened our position on the international scene by manifesting TeliaSonera’s unique combination of
international reach and local connection.
Tomorrow’s winners will be the companies that not
only meet, but also exceed customer expectations.
Applied to TeliaSonera’s operations, this means that
we will combine superior networks and services with a
true understanding of customer needs.
Our strength lies in the combination of these two
features: We are one of Europe’s leading operators
with significant experience of rolling out networks,
developing telecommunication services and with
significant financial muscles. At the same time, we
operate through strong local brands and are very
close to our c
 ustomers in each market.
Our unified brand, our offerings and the way we
do business is mirroring our p
 assion for communications. We took several steps toward our One
Company-approach, by launching several projects
aimed at reaching synergies and improving customer
experiences in all the countries where we operate.
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The TeliaSonera share

Europe’s 5:th largest
telecom company
The TeliaSonera share is listed at the NASDAQ OMX Stockholm and Helsinki
stock exchanges. In 2011 the share price declined 12.3 percent to SEK 46.77.
During the same period the OMX Stockholm 30 Index declined 14.5 percent and
the STOXX 600 Telecommunications Index declined 6.2 percent.
At year-end 2011 TeliaSonera’s market capitalization
was SEK 202.5 billion, the sixth largest company at
NASDAQ OMX Stockholm. Besides NASDAQ OMX
Stockholm and Helsinki the share was traded at other
platforms with the major trading volumes at Boat and
Chi-X. TeliaSonera was the fifth largest telecom company in terms of market capitalization in Europe at the
end of the year.

Repurchased shares
During the spring TeliaSonera executed a share
repurchase program of SEK 9.9 billion and cancelled
160.4 million shares thereafter. The total number of
outstanding shares is 4,330,084,781.

Shareholder structure
Holdings outside Sweden and Finland increased from
17.6 percent to 18.2 percent and there were 580,076
shareholders at the end of the year.

Major Shareholders, as of December 31, 2011

Shareholder
Swedish State
Finnish State
Capital Group Funds
Swedbank Robur Funds
Alecta
AMF Insurance & Funds
Nordea Funds
SEB Funds
Fourth National Pension Fund
AFA Insurance
Total other shareholders
Total outstanding shares

n Sweden, 62.0%
n Finland, 19.8%
n Great Britain, 7.6%
n USA, 5.2%
n Luxemburg, 2.1%
n Switzerland, 0.7%

The Board of Directors proposes a dividend for 2011 of
SEK 2.85 per share (2.75).

1–500
501–1,000
1,001–5,000
5,001–10,000
10,001–15,000
15,001–20,000
20,001Total

Number of
Number of
shareholders
shares
495,201
88,836,320
34,963
27,377,160
40,761
90,028,583
4,884
35,702,501
1,311
16,285,255
698
12,622,107
2,258 4,059,232,855
580,076 4,330,084,781

Percent of
outstanding
shares/votes
2.05
0.63
2.08
0.82
0.38
0.29
93.75
100.00

Percent of
outstanding
shares/votes
37.3
13.7
3.1
2.8
2.4
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0
34.7
100.0

MAJOR shareholder countries by number of shares, as
of December 31, 2011

Dividend

Shareholder structure, as of December 31, 2011

Number of
outstanding
shares
1,614,513,748
594,123,642
135,101,977
122,732,326
103,372,322
62,544,971
57,521,134
50,607,610
47,586,908
42,574,185
1,499,405,958
4,330,084,781

n Belgium, 0.3%
n France, 0.3%
n Germany, 0.3%
n Ireland, 0.3%
n Other
countries, 1.4%

Share data
Paid at year-end, SEK
Highest paid during the year, SEK
Lowest paid during the year, SEK
Number of shares at year-end, millions
Number of shareholders at year-end
Earnings per share, SEK
Dividend per share, SEK
Pay-out ratio, %
Equity per share, SEK
*Proposed by the Board of Directors
Sources: Euroclear Sweden and SIS Ägarservice

2011
46.77
55.70
40.60
4,330.1
580,076
4.20
2.85*
68*
26.95

2010
53.30
56.90
44.00
4,490.5
601,736
4.73
2.75
58
28.04
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Trends

Current trends
The trend is clear: the customers’ more connected lifestyle is fueling
rapidly increasing demands for data volumes in both the mobile and
fixed networks. Device capabilities will expand, and customers will
demand seamless, pervasive, high-quality connectivity.

People and businesses will spend more on bandwidth and cloud storage and less
on in–house server capacity and phone calls. We will pay about the same as now for
equipment but with more performance for the money.
In 2012 cloud services will begin to challenge home and office storage. The introduction of iCloud, Eye-Fi and other services connected to devices such as cameras
and smartphones will add seamlessness and simplicity. A growth in machine-tomachine applications will also start to generate network traffic.
The demand for security will grow, especially for smartphones, as more and more
services become available on mobile platforms.

In the future people
and businesses
will spend more
on bandwidth and
cloud storage and
less on in–house
server capacity and
phone calls.

Current trends
l

“Customer experience”
the buzzword for 2012

l

More cloud, less personal
storage

l

Mobile security becomes a
necessity

l

TV over broadband and
tablets explode

l

Video conferencing
takes off

l

TV broadcasting over IP
saves time and money

TeliaSonera Company Presentation 2011 | Trends
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Online always and everywhere
Broadband volumes will continue to grow on our markets, driven mainly by IPTV
and video. The growth we saw in 2011 will continue as more people move toward
watching TV on their computers, tablets and mobile phones in addition to their
standard home TV set, driven by the urge to watch when it suits them, regardless
of time and place. The behavior, to be online always and everywhere, also creates
new demands from our customers. They want to access online services from their
summerhouses, on the road or while commuting and expect the same experience as in their home or office. This will also drive the trend of fixed and mobile
convergence and the seamless use of services over these accesses and devices.
Customers will choose an operator that provides the best coverage and speed both
at home and when they are on the move.

Heightened customer expectations
Overall, our role as the premium provider in our markets will raise our customers’
expectations. Reliable and good connections will not be enough. To keep existing
customers and attract new ones, we must help people work, learn, play, be entertained and socialize everywhere and anytime.
The economic situation has put pressure on businesses to cut costs and travel
expenses are often major. On the B2B side, we believe in a breakthrough for
video conferencing and other applications in the cloud over both fixed and mobile
internet. In our Eurasian markets we will continue to grow. With the introduction
of 3G networks in these countries, the use of high speed mobile internet will gain
momentum.

The behavior, to
be online always
and everywhere,
also creates new
demands from our
customers. They
want to access
online services
from their summerhouses and on the
road, and expect
the same experience as in their
home or office.
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Markets and brands

Strong market
positions
Customers recognize us in each of our markets by our common
identity. Our icon represents the international strength of TeliaSonera
combined with a strong local connection as represented by our wellknown local brand names. In a
 ddition to that we also have local fi
 ghting
brands in most markets with a d
 ifferent marketing strategy. We have
majority-owned operations in the Nordics and Baltics as well as in
Eurasia and Spain and associated companies in Russia, Turkey and
Latvia. We aim to be recognized as a leading player in all our markets.
Majority-owned companies
Country

Market
position

Market
share1

Trademark

Ownership

Service

Telia, Halebop

100%

Mobile

1

41%

Telia

100%

Broadband

1

44%

Telia

100%

Fixed Voice incl. VoIP

1

63%

Telia

100%

TV

4

11%

Sonera, TeleFinland

100%

Mobile

2

35%

Sonera

100%

Broadband

2

30%

Sonera

100%

Fixed Voice incl. VoIP

2

23%

Sonera

100%

TV

3

18%

NetCom, Chess

100%

Mobile

2

26%

NextGenTel

100%

Broadband

2

11%

NextGenTel

100%

Fixed Voice (VoIP)

5

1%

NextGenTel

100%

TV

Telia, Call me

100%

Telia, DLG Tele2

Sweden

Finland

Norway

<10

<1%

Mobile

3

17%

100%

Broadband

4

4%

Telia, Call me, DLG Tele2

100%

Fixed Voice incl. VoIP

3

7%

Telia

100%

TV

10

<1%

Denmark
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Majority-owned companies
Country

Market
position

Market
share1

Trademark

Ownership

Service

Omnitel, Ezys

100%

Mobile

1

39%

TEO

68.3%

Broadband

1

51%

TEO

68.3%

Fixed Voice incl. VoIP

1

93%

TEO

68.3%

TV

1

26%

LMT, Okarte, Amigo

60.3%

Mobile

1

43%

EMT, Diil

100%

Mobile

1

44%

Elion

100%

Broadband

1

55%

Elion

100%

Fixed Voice incl. VoIP

1

80%

Elion

100%

TV

2

33%

Yoigo

76.6%

Mobile

4

5%

Kcell, Activ

51%

Mobile

1

48%

Azercell

51.3%

Mobile

1

54%

Ucell

94%

Mobile

2

31%

Tcell4

60%, 59.4%

Mobile

1

36%

Geocell, Lailai

100%

Mobile

1

42%

Moldcell

100%

Mobile

2

34%

Ncell

80%

Mobile

1

49%

Lithuania

Latvia

Estonia

Spain

Kazakhstan³

Azerbaijan³

Uzbekistan

Tajikistan

Georgia³

Moldova³

Nepal5
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Associated companies
Country

Market
position

Market
share1

Trademark

Ownership

Service

Lattelecom

49%

Broadband

1

50%

Lattelecom

49%

Fixed Voice incl. VoIP

1

75%

Lattelecom

49%

TV

1

26%

MegaFon

43.8%

Mobile

2

27%

Turkcell

38%

Mobile

1

53%

Latvia

Russia

Turkey

¹ In Broadband and Fixed Voice TeliaSonera’s market share estimate is based on the share of revenues
where data is available, and number of subscriptions where no data is available. In Mobile the market share
is based on the number of subscriptions except for subsidiaries in Eurasia where it is based on interconnect
traffic. For TV market share is based on the number of pay-TV subscriptions of cable TV, satellite TV,
terrestrial TV and IPTV. For Russia, ownership is based on information from ACM Consulting and market
share is based on share of subscriptions. For Turkey, market share is Turkcell estimates.
² TeliaSonera owns 50 percent of DLG Tele and controls the company.
³ For Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Moldova, the ownership percentage indicates Fintur Holdings
B.V.’s ownership in the four companies. TeliaSonera directly and indirectly holds 74 percent of Fintur
Holdings.
4

Comprising Indigo Tajikistan (60 percent) and Somoncom (59.4 percent).

5

For Nepal the ownership percentage indicates holdings by TeliaSonera Asia Holding B.V.’s. TeliaSonera
holds 75.45 percent in TeliaSonera Asia Holding B.V.
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Our operations

International strength
combined with
local excellence
TeliaSonera operates in the Nordic and Baltic countries, the emerging markets
of Eurasia, including Russia and Turkey, and in Spain. The t elecommunication
trends in the emerging markets are in many ways similar to more developed
markets, but there are also differences. Underlying drivers diverge due to
variations in demographics, economy and infrastructure.

Mobility Services
Mobility Services offers mobile communication services for the
consumer and business segments. Services include mobile voice
and data, mobile content, Wi-Fi hotspots, mobile broadband and
Wireless Office. It includes mobile operations in the Nordic and Baltic
countries and in Spain.

Broadband Services
Broadband Services supplies communication and entertainment
services to homes and offices through leading brands in the Nordic
and Baltic countries. The business area also operates the group’s
common core network and the International Carrier operations
network.

Eurasia
Eurasia offers mobile voice services and is the leading provider of high
speed mobile internet connections in Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Georgia, Moldova and Nepal. The business area is
also responsible for TeliaSonera’s shareholding in Russian MegaFon
(44 percent) and Turkish Turkcell (38 percent).

TeliaSonera Company Presentation 2011 | Our operations
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Mobility Services – smartphones
and services
Anywhere, anytime and always connected materialized to the fullest in 2011, driven
by an increase in smartphones, tablets and applications. For TeliaSonera, the
rapid development led to a business opportunity based on an increasing demand
for mobile capacity and accessibility. The demand for mobile services will further
accelerate during 2012, driven by changing customer behavior, combined with the
introduction of demanding services such as video stores and online gaming for
mobile devices. When families go on vacation they bring bags full of communication devices to use during their free time. People want to be connected at home
or wherever they are. This means that customers use social media as a way to
communicate with friends, besides of email and messaging.
The new communication behaviors also call for packaged solutions and cost
control to meet different customer needs. We are moving towards new price
structure, packaged to meet different customer needs and where customers can
see what is included and not included in the fees.

Mobility Services
in brief
The business area Mobility Services offers mobile
communication services to
the consumer and business
segments. Services include
mobile voice and data, mobile content, Wi-Fi Hotspots,
mobile broadband and Wireless Office. The business area
comprises mobile operations
in Sweden, Finland, Norway,
Denmark, Lithuania, Latvia,
Estonia and Spain.

Constantly increasing capacity
Smartphones are hyperactive, using signaling in the network to update applications. This signaling consumes bandwidth and we constantly increase the capacity
in the network to meet our customers’ demands.
The 4G network, introduced in late 2009, expanded further in 2011. Today
TeliaSonera has 100,000 customers using 4G services in the Nordic and Baltic
region.

Historic price cut
In 2011, we made a historic price cut by lowering data roaming fees significantly
in many European countries, followed by Turkey and Thailand and introduced a
cost control function to protect customers from bill shocks. We firmly believe we
will regain the revenue from an increase in use by customers traveling abroad; and
volumes grew dramatically immediately after the initial launch in May.

90%
We cut data roaming fees in
some countries by about 90
percent and introduced a cost
control function.
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Mobile M2M – a growth area
Mobile machine-to-machine (M2M) connections, which enable wireless data calls
between machines, increased and developed in 2011. Deploying innovative connectivity platforms to deliver seamless, fully integrated M2M communication with global
connectivity has become an increasingly important factor for TeliaSonera’s success
in this market and this field will be emphasized even more in 2012 and onwards.
The introduction of new services and hardware using Near Field Communication enables phones for payments in cash registers. This introduction will leverage
the development further on. Our Baltic operations were pioneers in this field and
offer these services since many years. In Sweden, TeliaSonera and the other
mobile o
 perators formed a joint venture company in late 2011, to be able to handle
transactions through the mobile networks.

Highlights in 2011:
l

Rapid growth of smartphones
and tablets

l

The 4G network reached more
than 200 locations in Sweden

l

A historic price cut, combined
with a cost control function led
to increased usage of mobile
data by travelers
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Broadband Services – from voice to video
In 2011, we saw a significant increase in TV customers. Traffic volumes in
TeliaSonera’s fiber and copper network rose by about 50 percent in 2011; TV
accounted for a major part of this growth. The value of the fixed access became
more important as people turned to the internet rather than other media for entertainment. Therefore, the fixed network is increasingly becoming a carrier of video
and data, in addition traditional voice services.
In the Swedish market, “Telia Smart” provided half a million households the
opportunity to interconnect all their devices such as TVs, computers, gaming consoles, sound systems, home alarm systems, and more through a home network.
This opens the door to true “smart homes”, where a variety of devices can be
controlled remotely or from anywhere in the house.
Developments such as Telia Smart require safe, robust connections and a network capacity that can manage everything involved in running a smart home online.
Our customers expect their connections to work flawlessly whether they are playing
World of Warcraft, watching a good movie in HD or streaming video — and possibly
all at the same time.
Traditional phone services use less network capacity; this one-time phone
network with data transfer capabilities is transforming into a video and data network with calling capabilities. The explosive use of mobile data has not significantly
affected the total fixed broadband volume. The increased tablet use will also mainly
affect the fixed network connections, since the majority of tablets only support
Wi-Fi.

Offering high quality cloud services
Households watching TV are not the only ones pushing the demand for capacity in
our network. The increasing cost awareness in companies has created a demand
for video conferencing, webinars and other alternatives to business travel.
To meet this demand, TeliaSonera increased the pace of transferring customers
from copper to fiber-based services. By the end of 2011, aproximately 20 percent
of our broadband customers in the Nordic and Baltic countries were connected
by fiber. In addition, we have made it possible for over 200,000 of our customers
connected over our copper network to use higher speeds through VDSL2. This upgrade enables speeds up to 60 Mbit/s and better supports multiple HDTVs, online
gaming and on-demand services.
The trend to move services from homes and offices into the cloud is also driving
the need for secure, high-quality networks. During the year, we have operated
video conferencing as a high quality cloud service for our business customers,
with more to follow. We also provide several services for storage and backup to our
customers.

Internet broadcasting saves time and money
The use of our network for broadcast television has also seen an interesting development in 2011. Through TeliaSonera International Carrier, we now transfer high
quality TV signals, letting producers save time and money compared to satellites
or radio links.
Events broadcast through the International Carrier operations’ network included the World Athletics Championships held in South Korea. Smaller but just as
interesting was when the Folkoperan in Stockholm, Sweden performed Puccini’s
Madame Butterfly and broadcast live to audiences in cinemas all over Sweden.

Broadband Services
in brief
The business area Broadband
Services provides connectivity for homes and offices.
Services include broadband
over copper, fiber and cable,
TV, voice-over-internet, home
communications services,
IP VPN/business internet,
leased lines and traditional
telephony. The business area
operates the group’s common core network, including
the data network of the subsidiary International Carrier’s
business. The business area
comprises operations in
Sweden, Finland, Norway,
Denmark, Lithuania, Latvia
(49 percent), Estonia and
International Carrier operations.

80%

More than 80 percent of all
data transmitted through our
networks is to and from fixed or
Wi-Fi devices.

Milestones in 2011
l

More than 0.5 million customers in Sweden watch TV over
our network

l

More than 0.5 million customers have Telia Smart in
Sweden. Smart allows you to
connect computers, TV and
other devices wirelessly in a
home network
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Eurasia – from roadless land to mobile
information highways
When we say that we contribute to a world with better opportunities, it is obvious in
our Eurasian operations. Here we contribute to the transformation of societies, in
some cases societies not even connected by roads, into societies in which people
are equipped to communicate with the rest of the world. 2011 marked a clear
growth in data volume. Since the mobile network in many cases is the only road to
the internet, this development will continue to gain speed during 2012.
There is still low fixed penetration in all our Eurasian markets. Together with a
high proportion of young, consumption-hungry populations and limited access to
the fixed networks, this gives a solid platform for mobile internet growth.

3G services in all countries
TeliaSonera’s Eurasian operations, comprising Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Georgia, Moldova and Nepal, had a very good year. 3G services
are now available in all countries, as 3G service were launched in Azerbaijan in
November. The mobile networks are still used mainly for voice and text messages,
as the lack of subsidized mobile phones has driven sales of prepaid phone cards
and basic mobile phone models.
The Eurasia business area will continue to focus on network roll-out to build
coverage and increase its customer base. However, as the markets become more
penetrated, the challenges will become more similar to those in TeliaSonera’s more
mature markets and more dependant on data offerings. TeliaSonera will also start
developing services to the business segment in the region.

Market leader in five countries
In Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Nepal, Tajikistan and Georgia, TeliaSonera is the market
leader; with the exception of Tajikistan, our market share is 42 percent or higher. In
Uzbekistan and Moldova, we hold a challenger position as number two and market
shares of between 31 percent and 34 percent, respectively.
The ownership strategy in our associated companies in Russia and Turkey is to
continue the value creation and solve the ownership issues in Turkcell. In 2011, we
moved our positions forward. The main goal is to end the shareholder disputes as
well as to improve the liquidity and governance of our assets.

Here we contribute
to the transformation of societies, in
some cases societies not even connected by roads,
into societies in
which people are
equipped to communicate with the
rest of the world.

Eurasia in brief

The business area Eurasia
comprises mobile operations
in Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan,
Uzbekistan, Tajikistan,
Georgia, Moldova and Nepal.
It is also responsible for
TeliaSonera’s shareholding
in Russian MegaFon (44
percent) and Turkish Turkcell
(38 percent).
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Corporate responsibility

Our role in society
170 million subscriptions are connected to our networks and
services, from one-to-one phone calls to globally broadcasted TV.
This gives us a big responsibility, as we provide an important infra
structure. We also have a responsibility to the many thousands of
people employed by TeliaSonera.
Our services drive growth and competitiveness, contribute to a more open and
digitally inclusive society, and are environmentally friendly. We aim to further
integrate corporate responsibility as part of our strategy and everyday operations.
Our corporate responsibility work includes ensuring sustainability in our s
 upply
chain, taking care of the well-being of our employees, complying with ethical business practices, protecting customers’ privacy and freedom of expression, protecting
children online, and diminishing our own and our customers’ carbon footprints.

Privacy and security
Data traffic is growing in all our markets, while increasing amounts of data s
 tored
in the “cloud” is accessed over fixed or mobile internet. As a result, there are
new, rapidly changing challenges in privacy and security. TeliaSonera strives to
operate the most secure communication networks and actions are taken to prevent
unauthorized access to personal data.

Our services drive
growth and competitiveness, contribute to a more open
and digitally inclusive society, and
are environmentally
friendly.
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Freedom of expression
TeliaSonera provides infrastructure and services for communications in many
countries. We are bound by legislation in the countries where we operate. By
providing secure networks and by relying on our Group Code of Ethics and
Conduct in all the countries where we operate, we do our best to provide freedom
of expression over our networks. We are aware of the complex risks connected to
doing business in diverse political and cultural landscapes and have to abide by
local legislation.

Initiatives against child sexual abuse
TeliaSonera is committed to protect children in the fight against child sexual abuse
images. We work with the software provider Netclean and the Internet Watch Foundation to develop new and better solutions to stop illegal content. We work collectively to block the use of mobile platforms by individuals or organizations who wish to
view or profit from child sexual abuse content. TeliaSonera is also a founding leader
of the European Union CEO Coalition to make the internet a better place for kids,
where effective takedown of child abuse material is one important element.

New target for lower emissions
Many of TeliaSonera’s services can be used to lower CO2 emissions. Examples are
video conferencing instead of business travel and more energy-efficient heating
and cooling systems managed remotely.
TeliaSonera must also “walk the talk”. In 2012, we will set up new targets to
reduce CO2 emissions and to increase our energy efficiency.

+ Read more in our Corporate
Responsibility Report 2011.

Narva
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Contact
Contact TeliaSonera
Mailing address:
TeliaSonera AB
SE-106 63 Stockholm
Sweden
Visiting address:
Stureplan 8, Stockholm
Telephone: +46 (0)8 504 550 00
Fax: +46 (0)8 504 550 01

Group Communications
Cecilia Edström
Mailing address:
TeliaSonera AB
SE-106 63 Stockholm
Sweden
Telephone: +46 (0)8 504 550 00
Fax: +46 (0)8 611 46 42

Financial calendar
April 3, 2012
April 19, 2012
July 18, 2012
October 17, 2012
January 31, 2013

Annual General Meeting 2012 in Stockholm
Interim Report January-March
Interim Report January-June
Interim Report January-September
Year-end Report 2012

TeliaSonera provides network access and telecommunication services that help our
customers communicate in an easy, efficient and environmentally friendly way. International
strength combined with local excellence is what makes us truly unique – and provides a world
class customer experience, all the way from the Nordic countries to Nepal.

